
Case study 28 28

From data bulk loading 
to database book writing

When data have to be loaded in a database from an external source, the
order in which tables are filled is important as far as referential integrity
is concerned. This order is determined by the directed graph formed by
tables and foreign keys. From this graph one have to derive a linear
ordering that represent one of the valid order in which table data are
loaded. This derivation is called topological sorting, for which this
chapter discusses and implements a simple algorithm. However, things
are a bit more complex when the graph is not acyclic, as is often the
case for database loading. Therefore, the chapter studies ways to trans-
form a graph that includes circuits into a purely acyclic graph. These
techniques are also applied to the ordering of topics when planning the
writing of a book.
Key words: data loading, database schema, (non) acyclic graph, topo-
logical sorting, strongly connected components, graph contraction,
condensation of a graph, transaction management
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28.1 Introduction

We consider a set of objects among which a partial order relation holds. For any pair
{A,B} of these objects, the relation tells that either A is before B, or B is before A, or
there is no relationship between A and B. 

A popular example is that of a set of courses and the prerequisite relation
between them. We can draw a graph in which each node represents a course and the
directed edges define the prerequisite relation: an edge from course C1 to course C2
indicates that C1 must be taken before C2. Practically, one must translate this graph
into a programme, that is, a linear sequence of courses such that the prerequisite
relation is preserved.  

This translation is called topological sorting. It consists in deriving a strict linear
order from the partial order. This technique encompasses a very general class of
problems that appear frequently in computer science in general and in databases in
particular. We will illustrate it through two representative examples: database
migration and book structuring.

28.2 The database loading problem

We want to migrate data from a source database to a target database. The most intu-
itive way to proceed is to write an SQL script that translates the source data into
insert into statements. This script is then executed against the target database.
In which order must we write these insert statements in such a way that referential
integrity is ensured a priori? For instance, in a script that loads external data rows in
the ORDERS.db database, inserting data in the CUSTOMER table must precede the
insertion of rows in table CUSTORDER. Figure 28.1 shows that inverting the foreign
key to primary key relation produces the precedence relation in ORDERS schema. 

Figure 28.1 - The foreign keys graph defines the loading precedence relation among 
the tables [script GRAPH-Acyclic-ORDERS.sql]

With this respect, the following three data loading procedures fully satisfy referen-
tial integrity:

1. load CUSTOMER rows, then PRODUCT rows, then CUSTORDER rows and fi-
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2. load CUSTOMER rows, then CUSTORDER rows, then PRODUCT rows, and fi-
nally DETAIL rows,

3. load PRODUCT rows, then CUSTOMER rows, then CUSTORDER rows and fi-
nally DETAIL rows.

On the contrary, a sequence such as the following will trigger an error message for
each DETAIL row:

4. load CUSTOMER rows, then CUSTORDER rows, DETAIL rows and finally
PRODUCT rows.

The rules are quite intuitive: if table B references table A, then the rows of A must be
loaded before those of B. Figure 28.2 depicts the derivation of the three valid loading
sequences from the precedence relation of database ORDERS.db. 

We observe that the precedence relation of the source schema also holds in each
of these sequences. If we follow one of them, referential integrity will be ensured.
Any other linear ordering would be invalid.

Figure 28.2 - The tables of database ORDERS.db and the three valid sequences in 
which their rows must be loaded

We have described a simple way to load data based on the relation between the
tables in the database schema: we load all the CUSTOMER rows, then all the
CUSTORDER rows, and so on. We could build other loading procedures based on
relationships between individual data rows: rows may be loaded in any order
provided that, for instance, CUSTOMER row C400 is loaded before CUSTORDER
rows 30179, 30184 and 30186. However, we will ignore this technique in this
chapter, since the former, called bulk loading, generally is both much faster and
independent of the data. 

Deriving a valid bulk loading sequence is an application of topological sorting.
Considering an acyclic graph G, i.e., a graph with no circuits, a topological sorting
of G is a sequence S comprising all the nodes of G, such that if node A precedes B in
G, then it also precedes B in S.1  

The schemas of Figure 28.1 are examples of acyclic graphs. Whatever path we
define by following the arcs, we cannot visit a table twice. Even small schemas may
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yield many valid linear sequences. For the purpose of correctly loading SQL data,
only one of them will suffice.2 

There are two main ways to generate linear sequences from an acyclic graph. The
first one consists in visiting all the nodes of the precedence graph according to the
depth-first algorithm, which has been described in Section 19.6 of the tutorial (Tree
traversal ordering).3 Since this procedure is frequently used in this book, we will
experiment with the other one, which is particularly simple and intuitive, the root
extraction algorithm.4

Considering the precedence graph of Figure 28.2 (right), we observe that there is
no risk to first load either table CUSTOMER or table PRODUCT, since they both
depend on no other table (they have no incoming arc). Let us call them the root
tables of the schema. We arbitrarily choose to load table CUSTOMER for instance.
We remove it from the schema (Figure 28.3, left). The resulting schema shows two
root tables, CUSTORDER and PRODUCT. We chose (still arbitrarily) table
PRODUCT, that we remove from the schema (Figure 28.3, center). The new schema
has one root table, CUSTORDER. We remove it, which produces a schema with a
single root table, DETAIL (Figure 28.3, right), which is removed. The schema is now
empty, which terminates the procedure. We have extracted the root tables in the
following order: CUSTOMER > PRODUCT > CUSTORDER > DETAIL, which is a
valid loading sequence.

Figure 28.3 - Topological sorting through the root extraction algorithm

From this result, we can derive the statements of Script 28.1, which relies on a series
of secondary scripts, each comprising the insert queries loading the rows of one
table. The structure of this script is a faithful image of the topological ordering of the
database schema.

1. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topological_sorting (last visited August 2017) for example
2. Generating all valid linear sequences is a specific problem that is not addressed in this chapter.
There are very few references proposing algorithms for this problem. See for instance "D. Knuth,
J. L. Szwarcfiter, A structured program to generate all topological sorting arrangements (1974)",
available at http://www.cs.ncl.ac.uk/publications/trs/papers/61.pdf (not checked) or http://
ftp.cs.stanford. edu/pub/japan/topo.tex (not checked).
3. This technique is called Tarjan’s algorithm.
4. Generally called Kahn’s algorithm.
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Script 28.1 - Loading the data according to the referential constraints expressed in
the schema

28.3 Representing the table graph of a database

To develop general procedures implementing topological sorting, we will use simple
abstract data structures describing as intuitively as possible nodes and links between
nodes. 

They are shown in Figure 28.4, where their contents represent the table graph of
database ORDERS.db. Table NODE (left) assigns an id to each node of the graph and
records its name. Table LINK (right) assigns an id to each arc (or link) of the graph
and specifies its source (FromNode) and destination (ToNode) nodes. In this
example, each node represents a table and each link a foreign key from a source
table (FromNode) to the target table (ToNode).

We have to note that the directed arcs these tables actually implement are the
reference links of the foreign keys of the schema (Figure 28.1 - left) and not the
precedence relation (Figure 28.1 - right). This choice represents the structure of the
schema more naturally, though the term root to designate CUSTOMER and
PRODUCT in this graph may be felt a bit mistaken!

    +--------------------+    +----------------------------+
    | NODE               |    | LINK                       |
    +--------+-----------+    +--------+----------+--------+
    | NodeID | NodeName  |    | LinkID | FromNode | ToNode |
    +--------+-----------+    +--------+----------+--------+
    | N1     | CUSTOMER  |    | 5      | N3       | N1     |
    | N2     | PRODUCT   |    | 6      | N4       | N2     |
    | N3     | CUSTORDER |    | 7      | N4       | N3     |
    | N4     | DETAIL    |    +--------+----------+--------+
    +--------+-----------+    

Figure 28.4 - Tables NODE (left) and LINK (right) provide an synthetic view of the 
tables and foreign keys of database ORDERS.db

We will examine in section 28.18 how to insert the description of a database in these
tables.

Since the concept of root is important in solving the sorting problem, we define
view ROOT, that shows the root nodes of the graph, that is, nodes the id of which
does not appear in column FromNode of LINK. We also create an instead of
trigger allowing NODE rows to be deleted through this view (Script 31.3). Actually,

execSQL load_CUSTOMER.sql;
execSQL load_PRODUCT.sql;
execSQL load_CUSTORDER.sql;
execSQL load_DETAIL.sql;
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neither this view nor this trigger are necessary but they will make our algorithms
more concise and more elegant.

Script 28.2 - Creating tables NODE and LINK and view ROOT

28.4 Topological sorting of the table graph

The algorithm we have chosen for topological sorting requires iteratively elimi-
nating the root nodes of the graph, until this graph eventually becomes empty.

This approach translates into Script 28.3. It comprises a simple loop, the body of
which first counts the root nodes [1] and stops when table NODE becomes empty
[2], then writes the loading statements for all the root nodes [3], and finally deletes
these root nodes [4]. 

Script 28.3 - Generating a valid SQLfast script for the loading of database
ORDERS.db

create table NODE(NodeID   char(12) not null primary key,
                  NodeName varchar(64));

create table LINK(LinkID   integer not null primary key,
                  FromNode char(12) not null,
                  ToNode   char(12) not null,
                  foreign key (FromNode) references NODE
                          on delete cascade,
                  foreign key (ToNode) references NODE
                          on delete cascade);

create view ROOT
as select NodeID,NodeName from NODE
   where  NodeID not in (select FromNode from LINK);

create trigger Delete_ROOT
instead of delete on ROOT
for each row
begin
   delete from NODE where NodeID = old.NodeID;
end;

execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-Lists.sql;

while (True);
   extract Nroot = select count(*) from ROOT; [1]
      if ($Nroot$ = 0) exit; [2]
   select 'execSQL load'||NodeName||'.sql;' from ROOT; [3]
   delete from ROOT; [4]
endwhile;
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That’s all. Just two elementary SQL queries plus the termination control statements! 
To avoid the standard tabular formatting of the printed text, we choose the simple

list format (UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-Lists). The result for ORDERS.db
database is shown in Script 28.1. 

28.4.1 Topological sorting abstract graphs
By slightly modifying this generation script, we can transform it into a general
purpose topological sorting procedure in which the nature of nodes and links is not
specified. Script 28.4 produces table SORTED in which each node receives a level
number. 

Script 28.4 - Topological sorting of an acyclic graph

Any extraction from this table in ascending order of the level number is a valid topo-
logical sequence (Figure 28.5). 

+-------+-----------+   +-------+------------------+
| Level | NodeName  |   | Level | NodeNames        |
+-------+-----------+   +-------+------------------+
| 1     | CUSTOMER  |   | 1     | CUSTOMER,PRODUCT |
| 1     | PRODUCT   |   | 2     | CUSTORDER        |
| 2     | CUSTORDER |   | 3     | DETAIL           |
| 3     | DETAIL    |   +-------+------------------+
+-------+-----------+   

Figure 28.5 - Two presentations of the topological sorting of the graph of database 
ORDERS.db

When applied to the schema of ORDERS.db, this procedure generates two of the
three valid sequences only, but this is irrelevant since we are fully happy with any
one of them.

A last remark: these procedures delete data from NODE and LINK tables. To keep
source data unchanged in the process, we will process data from working table
NODE_W and LINK_W in which the source data have been copied.

Figure 28.6 shows graphically the result of the application of Script 28.4 to a larger
schema, comprising 10 tables and 11 foreign keys. The rows at a certain level can be
loaded in any order.

create table SORTED(Level integer, NodeName varchar(64));

for Lev = [1,99];
   extract Nroot = select count(*) from ROOT;
      if ($Nroot$ = 0) exit;

    insert into SORTED select $Lev$,NodeName from ROOT;
   delete from ROOT;
endfor;
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Figure 28.6 - Sorting a 10 table schema [script GRAPH-Acyclic-[10-11].sql]

28.5 Coping with non acyclic graphs

Topological sorting only applies to acyclic graphs, that is, graphs in which, if there
is a path from node n1 to node n2, then there is no path from n2 to n1. In other
words, an acyclic graph includes no circuits, that is, paths from a node to itself. 

However, many database schemas do not satisfy this acyclicity condition. 

28.5.1 Non acyclic graphs
This is where things are getting interesting. Figure 28.7 (left) represents a fragment
of a database schema comprising tables DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE. Through
foreign key (DepartName), each EMPLOYEE row specifies the (row of the) depart-
ment by which the employee has been hired and each DEPARTMENT row specifies
the (row of the) manager of this department, who happens to be an employee,
through foreign key (Manager). This fragment forms a circuit.

Clearly, the graph of this schema has no root (Figure 28.7, right), so that the
procedure developed so far does not apply. However, the original problem remains:
how to load data in order to let them comply a priori with referential integrity
constraints?

Such schemas raise two questions:
1. How can we check whether a schema is acyclic or not?
2. How to load data in a database the schema of which includes circuits?
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Figure 28.7 - An elementary cyclic schema

To experiment with cyclic schemas, we will work on the graph of Figure 28.8,
deriving from that of Figure 28.6, in which we have added a link (a foreign key)
from E to F that forms circuit E → F → D → G → E, or .E.F.D.G.E. for short5.

Figure 28.8 - A graph including a circuit [script GRAPH-Cyclic-[10-12].sql]

28.5.2 Checking the acyclicity of a graph
Let us apply the topological sorting procedure to the graph of Figure 28.8, even
though we know it will be hopeless. After the first step, root nodes A, B and L are
removed. The second step removes node C, leaving the graph root-less (Figure 28.9,
left). At this point, we could stop the analysis. Indeed, if the resulting graph is not
empty, then we know that it includes at least one circuit, and therefore is not acyclic. 

5. When we build paths through SQL queries and SQLfast scripts, we use to add leading and
trailing dots, so that this path will read ".E.F.D.G.E.". This form makes checking whether a node
already belongs to a path easier.

DEPARTMENT
DepartName
Manager[0-1]
id: DepartName
ref: Manager

EMPLOYEE
EmpID
Name
DepartName
id: EmpID
ref: DepartName
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Figure 28.9 - Extracting the circuits by removing root (left) then leaf (right) nodes

28.5.3 The cyclic kernel of a graph
If we consider the left-side fragment of Figure 28.9 as a table graph, we observe that
it also includes two innocent table nodes, H and J, that could be securely loaded,
provided their target table, G, has been, by some magic trick, already loaded. We call
them leaf nodes, by analogy with the root nodes. 

Let us remove them by extending the sorting procedure. We define SQL view
LEAF, together with its delete trigger. Let us extend Script 28.4 to iteratively
remove not only root nodes but also leaf nodes (Script 28.6). The loop stops when
there are no root nor leaf nodes any more (Figure 28.9, right). If the resulting graph
is not empty, it comprises the tables that cannot be loaded through the standard
procedure, therefore deserving a special treatment. Let us call cyclic kernel this set
of nodes.

Though we do not know, until now at least, how to load the rows of tables of
circuit D, G, E, F (noted .D.G.E.F.), we can sketch the general loading procedure as
suggested in Script 28.5.

Script 28.5 - Loading procedure of table graph of Figure 28.8

insert rows into tables A, B and L, in any order
insert rows into table C
insert rows into table circuit .D.G.E.F.
insert rows into tables H and J, in any order
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Script 28.6 - Checking the loadability of a table graph by reducing it to its cyclic kernel

28.6 Cyclic vs hard cyclic kernel of a table graph

Strictly speaking, the graph theory about topological sorting falls short to help us to
design secure sequences of table loading for non acyclic graphs. However, the
graphs of database schemas are more subtile that plain node-and-edge mathematical
graphs. Declaring a table graph not loadable, as we did in the previous section when
it has been proved to include circuits, may be a bit hasty. 

When we examine the foreign keys of Figure 28.7, we observe that they are of
two kinds. We cannot insert an EMPLOYEE row if the row of the target department
has not be loaded yet (because column DepartName is not nullable), but we can
insert a DEPARTMENT row for which there is no manager (because column Manager
is nullable). It appears that table EMPLOYEE depends on table DEPARTMENT while
the latter does not depend on the former. 

As a consequence, despite the existence of a circuit, we can load the rows of table
DEPARTMENT without worrying about the referential constraint, then the rows of
table EMPLOYEE. Afterwards, if and when the information is known, we update the
DEPARTMENT rows to connect them to their manager rows (Script 28.7)

Script 28.7 - Optional links are translated into update statements

while (True);
   extract Nroot = select count(*) from ROOT;
      if ($Nroot$ = 0) exit;
   delete from ROOT;
endwhile;

while (True);
   extract Nleaf = select count(*) from LEAF;
      if ($Nleaf$ = 0) exit;
   delete from LEAF;
endwhile;

extract Nnode = select count(*) from NODE_W;
if ($Node$ = 0) write The schema is acyclic and is loadable;
if ($Node$ > 0) write The schema includes circuit(s) with
                      $Nnode$ tables. It cannot be loaded.;

insert rows into table DEPARTMENT
insert rows into table EMPLOYEE
update rows of table EMPLOYEE
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We will say that foreign key (DepartName) is mandatory and foreign key (Manager)
is optional. Similarly, links in a table graph are either mandatory or optional. 

So, we can redefine the loading problem as follows:
a database schema admits at least one secure loading sequence if its schema,
reduced to its mandatory links, is acyclic. 

To represent this property, we add column Opt to table LINK (and to its derivatives)
(Script 28.8): Opt = 'Y' for optional links and 'N' otherwise. These values derive from
column KeyNull of table SYS_KEY of the dictionary, as shown in Section 28.18.

Now, we analyze the table graph to check whether, by removing the optional
links from the cyclic kernel, the circuits disappear. The procedure is given in Script
28.9, where statement [1] reduces the graph to its mandatory links.

We will call hard cyclic kernel the set of nodes obtained in this way. While a non
empty cyclic kernel may not lead to loading problems, hard cyclic kernel definitely
will do so.

Script 28.8 - Extending LINK table with optionality property Opt

Script 28.9 - Reducing the cyclic kernel of a graph to its hard cyclic kernel

create table LINK(LinkID   integer not null primary key,
                  FromNode char(12) not null,
                  ToNode   char(12) not null,
                  Opt      char(1),
                  foreign key (FromNode) references NODE
                          on delete cascade,
                  foreign key (ToNode) references NODE
                          on delete cascade);

delete from LINK_W where Opt = 'Y'; [1]

while (True);
   extract Nroot = select count(*) from ROOT;
      if ($Nroot$ = 0) exit;
   delete from ROOT;
endwhile;

while (True);
   extract Nleaf = select count(*) from LEAF;
      if ($Nleaf$ = 0) exit;
   delete from LEAF;
endwhile;

extract Nnode = select count(*) from NODE_W;
if ($Node$ = 0) write The schema DEFINITELY is acyclic;
if ($Node$ > 0) write The schema includes circuit(s) with
                      $Nnode$ tables.
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28.7 Contracting the circuits of the hard kernel

When translating them into a valid data loading procedure, the circuits of the hard
kernel require a special treatment we will examine later. For now, it suffices to
isolate them in the graph and to consider the set of nodes of each of them as an inde-
pendent virtual super table (a super node in general) made up of the components of
the circuit. Mathematicians would say that the nodes of a circuit have been
contracted. In this way, the cyclic graph becomes acyclic, so that it can be sorted as
described above. Figure 28.10 shows the contraction of a circuit into a super table
denoted by DEFG*.

Figure 28.10 - Reducing circuits in a cyclic graph

28.8 Finding the independent circuits of a graph

We will show that the concept of cyclic kernel, be it hard or not, must be refined to
design efficient loading scripts.

28.8.1 The independent circuits of a graph
A more careful examination of cyclic table graphs leads to the interesting observa-
tion that merely contracting the hard cyclic kernel may lead to too complex loading
scripts. 

Let us consider the graph (ABCDE) at the left of Figure 28.11, which is supposed
to include mandatory links only. Clearly, it is a (hard) cyclic kernel since it has no
root nor leaf nodes. However, it comprises two circuits (.A.B.) and (.D.E.) that can be
contracted independently into super tables AB* and DE*, leading to a pure acyclic
graph, as shown in the right part of this figure. Table C, which formerly belonged to
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the hard cyclic kernel, can now be processed independently, as any table in an
acyclic table graph.

Figure 28.11 - The cyclic kernel may comprise several independent circuits

So, the abstract script derived from the cyclic kernel:

insert rows into table circuit .A.B.C.D.E.

can be developed into the more refined script:

insert rows into table circuit .A.B.
insert rows into table C
insert rows into table circuit .D.E.

It appears that the concept of cyclic kernel is not sufficient to meet our needs in that
it provides too coarse loading solutions. We need to identify all the independent
circuits in the hard cyclic kernel.

If extracting the hard cyclic kernel of a graph is quite easy, finding the indepen-
dent circuits in a cyclic graph is not as straightforward as we could think at first
glance. 

Before developing an appropriate algorithm to find these independent circuits, let
us have a more in-depth look at the very nature of circuits.

28.8.2 What is a circuit after all?
In general, a circuit in a directed graph is a path comprising distinct nodes, except
the first and last ones which are the same. Figure 28.12 shows a series of five cyclic
kernels. Below each of them, we suggest a contraction in which each circuit
collapses into a super node. While the transformation of kernels (A) and (BC) is
fairly straightforward, that of the other fragments is less obvious. Graph (DEF) for
example includes two circuits, namely (.D.F.E.D.) and (.D.E.D.). Since these circuits
share common nodes, they cannot be separated and must be treated as a single super
node. 
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Similarly, graph (GHJKL) also comprises 2 circuits that must be treated as a whole.
On the contrary, graph (MNOPQR) can be split in two parts, (MNO) and (PQR),
giving two super nodes connected by link (P,O).

Figure 28.12 - The concept of super circuit and its contraction [script GRAPH-Cyclic-
[17-20].sql]

To distinguish this special kind of circuits from the standard concept recalled above,
we call them super circuits.6 We define them as follows:

A subset S of directed graph G is a super circuit if, 
1. for any pair (A,B) of not necessarily distinct nodes of S, there exists a path

from A to B;
2. S is maximum, that is, whatever node A of S, there is no node C outside S such

that A and C belongs to the same circuit.

Let us spot two useful properties of super circuits:
– any node of a super circuit is reachable from any other node of this super

circuit;

– each node belongs to at most one super circuit.

6. The technical name for super circuits is strongly connected component in graph theory. When
all super circuits of graph G have been contracted, the resulting graph, which is acyclic, is called
the condensation of G. [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strongly_connected_component, last
visited August 2017]
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28.9 Finding the super circuits of a graph

Now, we will develop an algorithm to identify the super circuits of a (hard) cyclic
kernel. It is based on the closure of the hard cyclic kernel.

28.9.1 Computing the closure of a table graph
The closure of a directed graph G is the set of all the couples (n1,n2) such that there
exists a path in G from node n1 to node n2, We compute the closure of the cyclic
kernel and we store it in table CLOSURE (Script 28.10). The logic of the script is the
same as that developed in case study Kings of France - Part 2, with some additional
constraints due to the presence of circuits. In this script, we limit the generation of
paths as follows:

– when a circuit has been found, it is no longer extended (C.FromNode <>
C.ToNode),

– we prevent a new node to be appended to a path under construction if it is
already present in the current state of this path, unless it appears in the first
position, in which case this path becomes a circuit. Considering the right most
fragment of Figure 28.12, path .P.R.Q. will be extended with node P, to produce
circuit .P.R.Q.P., while path .P.O.M.N. will not be extended with O, since O is
not the starting node of the path. This rule is translated into the following SQL
condition:

C.Path not like '.%.'||L.ToNode||'%'

in which prefix '.%.' prevents the starting node of path C.Path to be
compared with the current node L.ToNode.

Script 28.10 - Computing the closure of a graph

create table CLOSURE(FromNode varchar(12),
                     ToNode   varchar(12),
                     Path     varchar(1024));

with CTE_CLOSURE(FromNode,ToNode,Path) as
(select select FromNode,ToNode,'.'||FromNode||'.'||ToNode||'.'
 from LINK_W
   union all
 select C.FromNode,L.ToNode,C.Path||L.ToNode||'.'
 from   CTE_CLOSURE C, LINK_W L
 where  C.ToNode = L.FromNode
 and    C.FromNode <> C.ToNode
 and    C.Path not like '.%.'||L.ToNode||'%')
insert into CLOSURE select * from CTE_CLOSURE;
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Applied to fragment DEF of Figure 28.12, that comprises two circuits forming,
together, one super circuit, the script produces the result of Figure 28.13.

+-----------------------------------+
| CLOSURE                           |
+----------+--------+---------------+
| FromNode | ToNode | Path          |
+----------+--------+---------------+
| D        | E      | .D.E.         |
| D        | D      | .D.E.D.       |
| D        | F      | .D.F.         |
| D        | E      | .D.F.E.       |
| D        | D      | .D.F.E.D.     |
| E        | D      | .E.D.         |
| E        | E      | .E.D.E.       |
| E        | F      | .E.D.F.       |
| E        | E      | .E.D.F.E.     |
| F        | E      | .F.E.         |
| F        | D      | .F.E.D.       |
| F        | F      | .F.E.D.F.     |
+----------+--------+---------------+

Figure 28.13 - Table CLOSURE: the closure of fragment DEF

Note that this table includes duplicates since more than one distinct path may exist
between two nodes. For example, couple (D,E) is defined by paths .D.E. and .D.F.E..
Actually table CLOSURE represents all the paths of the graph instead of its closure.
We will discard duplicates on (FromNode,ToNode) later when needed.

28.9.2 Finding the reachable set of a node
The closure makes it easy to extract interesting information about the source graph:
the reachability of its nodes. The reachable set of a node n is the set of nodes of the
graph that are reachable from n through at least one path. This concept is not strictly
required by topological sorting but it is an interesting by-product that can be used in
similar contexts. This information is derivable from the closure with the simple
query (computed for a node id in variable n):

select distinct ToNode from CLOSURE where FromNode = '$n$';

Script 28.11 is a more professional variant of this query. It provides, for the DEF
fragment, the result of Figure 28.14, showing that DEF is a super circuit since all its
nodes have the same reachable set.

Script 28.11 - Computing the reachable sets of a set of nodes

select FromNode, group_concat(ToNode) as ToNodes
from  (select distinct FromNode,ToNode from CLOSURE)
group by FromNode;
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+----------+---------+
| FromNode | ToNodes |
+----------+---------+
| D        | E,F,D   |
| E        | D,E,F   |
| F        | E,D,F   |
+----------+---------+

Figure 28.14 - The reachable sets of the nodes of fragment DEF

28.9.3 How to denote the super circuits of a graph?
There is a minor but annoying problem in SQL: creating unique identifiers for sets.
Of course, we could build a character string made up of the concatenation of the
names of the members of the set.7 For example, set {E,D,F} could be named 'E-D-F',
provided '-' cannot be used in member names. This is fine for small sets but unwork-
able for thousands of members. 

In addition, whether 'E-D-F' and 'F-E-D' denote the same set is not obvious from
the comparison of these character strings. We could check this through an SQL
query that compares two sets, but this operation is fairly time consuming (sets A and
B are equal if each member of A is in B and both sets have the same size). Hence the
idea to build set names from the ordered list of the names of their members: 'D-E-F'
instead of 'E-D-F' or 'F-E-D'.

Actually, assigning unique names to super circuits is much simpler. Considering
that a node may not belong to more than one super circuit, the name of any member
of a super circuit can be used to denote the latter. For example, the data of Figure
28.14 can be extended with the unique name of the reachable sets (that happen to be
super circuits), chosen as the first member name in alphanumeric order (Figure
28.15).  This result is produced by Script 28.12.  Note that there is no need to elimi-
nate duplicates if we only want to compute the set names. 

Figure 28.16 shows the result of the application of the script to the set of frag-
ments of Figure 28.12.

+----------+---------+-------+
| FromNode | ToNodes | SetID |
+----------+---------+-------+
| D        | E,F,D   | D     |
| E        | D,E,F   | D     |
| F        | E,D,F   | D     |
+----------+---------+-------+

Figure 28.15 - Assigning unique names to (disjoint) reachable sets of the nodes of 
fragment DEF

7. We could represent sets by bit strings, where each bit indicates the presence of a member.
However, this technique is far from the database culture!
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Script 28.12 - Computing the reachable sets of a set of nodes and assigning them
unique identifiers

+----------+-------------+-------+
| FromNode | ToNodes     | SetID |
+----------+-------------+-------+
| A        | A           | A     |
| B        | C,B         | B     |
| C        | B,C         | B     |
| D        | E,F,D       | D     |
| E        | D,E,F       | D     |
| F        | E,D,F       | D     |
| G        | H,J,G,L,K   | G     |
| H        | J,G,L,H,K   | G     |
| J        | G,L,H,K,J   | G     |
| K        | J,G,L,H,K   | G     |
| L        | K,J,G,L,H   | G     |
| M        | N,O,M       | M     |
| N        | O,M,N       | M     |
| O        | M,N,O       | M     |
| P        | O,R,M,Q,N,P | M     |
| Q        | P,O,R,M,Q,N | M     |
| R        | Q,P,O,R,M,N | M     |
+----------+-------------+-------+

Figure 28.16 - The reachable sets of the graph of Figure 28.12 with unique identifiers

28.9.4 Identifying the super circuits of a graph
Let us consider another definition of super circuits in a graph G:

A super circuit is a maximum subset S of G such that S is a part of the reachable
set of each of its members. 

This suggests an intuitive algorithm to compute a super circuit once we have identi-
fied one of its member. Let us consider node n that is known to belong to a circuit of
G (actually any member of the hard cyclic kernel of the graph, but this is irrelevant
here).  Let R be the reachable set of n. The super circuit to which n belongs, if any,
is the set of all the members r of R such that (r,n) belongs to the closure of G. 

Script 28.13 extracts, for each node of a graph, its super circuit and assigns it a
unique identifier. Its application of the graph of Figure 28.12 is shown in Figure
28.17.

The particular form of the from clause provides a sorted list of distinct (From-
Node,ToNode) couples required by the group_concat function. 

select FromNode, group_concat(ToNode) as ToNodes,
       min(ToNode) as SetID
from  (select distinct FromNode,ToNode from CLOSURE)
group by FromNode;
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Script 28.13 - Computing the super circuit of each node of a graph

+------+--------------+-----------+
| SUPER_CIRCUIT                   |
+------+--------------+-----------+
| Node | SuperCircuit | CircuitID |
+------+--------------+-----------+
| A    | A            | [A]       |
| B    | B,C          | [B]       |
| C    | B,C          | [B]       |
| D    | D,E,F        | [D]       |
| E    | D,E,F        | [D]       |
| F    | D,E,F        | [D]       |
| G    | G,H,J,K,L    | [G]       |
| H    | G,H,J,K,L    | [G]       |
| J    | G,H,J,K,L    | [G]       |
| K    | G,H,J,K,L    | [G]       |
| L    | G,H,J,K,L    | [G]       |
| M    | M,N,O        | [M]       |
| N    | M,N,O        | [M]       |
| O    | M,N,O        | [M]       |
| P    | P,Q,R        | [P]       |
| Q    | P,Q,R        | [P]       |
| R    | P,Q,R        | [P]       |
+------+--------------+-----------+

Figure 28.17 - Table SUPER_CIRCUIT: the super circuit of each node of the graph of 
Figure 28.12

The derivation of the set of super circuits and their composition is straightforward,
as shown by Script 28.14. Figure 28.18 gives the list of super circuits of the graph of
Figure 28.12.

create table SUPER_CIRCUIT(Node         varchar(12),
                           SuperCircuit varchar(1024),
                           CircuitID    varchar(12))

insert into SUPER_CIRCUIT(Node,SuperCircuit,CircuitID) 
select C.FromNode,group_concat2(C.ToNode,1,C.ToNode,1,',')a,
      '['||min(C.ToNode)||']'
from   CLOSURE C
where  exists (select 1 from CLOSURE CI
               where  CI.ToNode = C.FromNode
               and    C.ToNode = CI.FromNode)
group by C.FromNode;

a. group_concat2 is a UDF that simulates aggregate function group_concat of
MySQL. See SQLfast documentation.
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Script 28.14 - Two equivalent queries to compute the super circuits of a hard cyclic
kernel 

+--------------+-------------+
| SuperCircuit | Composition |
+--------------+-------------+
| [A]          | A           |
| [B]          | B,C         |
| [D]          | D,E,F       |
| [G]          | G,H,J,K,L   |
| [M]          | M,N,O       |
| [P]          | P,Q,R       |
+--------------+-------------+

Figure 28.18 - The super circuits of the graph of Figure 28.12

28.9.5 Structure of the solution
We know that the condensation of an arbitrary source graph is acyclic. Therefore,
when all super circuits of the source have been identified and contracted, all the
links internal to super circuits have been removed and all the links in which one
member of a super circuit is involved have been updated, we obtain an acyclic graph
that can be topologically sorted. We suggest to store this resulting acyclic graph in
tables NODE_A and LINK_A (Script 28.15).

Script 28.15 - Tables NODE_A and LINK_A contains the final condensation of the
source schema

select CircuitID as SuperCircuit,
       group_concat(Node,',') as Composition
from   SUPER_CIRCUIT
group by CircuitID;

select distinct CircuitID as SuperCircuit,
                SuperCircuit as Composition
from   SUPER_CIRCUIT;

create table NODE_A(NodeID   char(12),
                    NodeName varchar(64));

create table LINK_A(LinkID   integer,
                    FromNode char(12),
                    ToNode   char(12),
                    Opt      char(1));
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28.9.6 Revisiting the optional links
Script 28.9 reduces the cyclic kernel into the hard cyclic kernel by removing
remaining optional links (statement [1]). It is time to wonder what to do with them,
instead of just throwing them away. Since they will be translated into update opera-
tions, we suggest to store them in a special table, called LINK_UPDATE, from which
we will generate appropriate SQL update statements (Script 28.16). 

Script 28.16 - Table LINK_UPDATE contains deleted optional links

However, there is room for optimization with these updates. Let us examine the
schema of Figure 28.11 in which link (C,A) is made optional. With our procedure,
this link will be moved to table LINK_UPDATE to be translated into update C state-
ments executed after insert statements. 

Actually, this is useless since the foreign key columns can be safely set during
insert into C statements, be they mandatory or optional. For the moment, we
leave them in this table, but, later, we will have to move them back to the LINK_A
result table.

28.9.7 Intermediate summary
It is time to summarize what we have got so far:

• Tables NODE and LINK contain the description of the source schema.
• Tables NODE_W and LINK_W contain the nodes and links of the hard cyclic

kernel. They are empty if the source schema, minus the optional link of the
cyclic kernel, is acyclic.

• Table CLOSURE contains all the paths starting from each node of the hard
cyclic kernel. 

• Table SUPER_CIRCUIT provides, for each node, the super circuit it belongs to,
with its composition and its unique identifier.

• Table NODE_A will contain the nodes of the final acyclic graph. It is still empty.

• Table LINK_A will contain the link of the final acyclic graph. It is still empty.
• Table LINK_UPDATE contains the optional links of the cyclic kernel. Some of

them may be misplaced and should be moved to LINK_A.

create table LINK_UPDATE(LinkID   integer,
                         FromNode char(12),
                         ToNode   char(12));
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28.10 Building the final acyclic graph

To build the final acyclic graph, we must distinguish three cases.
1. If the source graph is acyclic, the final graph is the exact copy of the source

graph.
2. If the source graph is not acyclic, but its subset comprising mandatory links

only is acyclic, then the final graph is an exact copy of the source graph, minus
the links that already have been moved to LINK_UPDATE.

3. If the source graph cannot be reduced to an acyclic graph, then:
• all the super nodes identified in SUPER_CIRCUIT are moved to NODE_A,
• all the source nodes that do not belong to super circuits are moved to

NODE_A,

• the links from LINK connecting nodes that do not belong to a super circuit
are moved to LINK_A,

• the links from LINK connecting nodes one or both of which belong to a
super circuit are moved to LINK_A, after the id of these nodes have being
replaced by that of their super circuit.

Let us examine the third case. 
Filling table NODE_A is easy: the super nodes are drawn from CircuitID of

SUPER_CIRCUIT (Figure 28.17) and the ordinary nodes are those from NODE that
are not in Node of SUPER_CIRCUIT (Script 28.17).

Script 28.17 - Loading the nodes of the final acyclic graph

Filling table LINK_A is a bit more tricky. To simplify the procedure, we create a new
table, TRANSLATION, that translates the id of each source node as follows: if a node
belongs to a super circuit, its id is replaced by the id of this circuit, otherwise, it
keeps its id. Script 28.18 produces the translation mapping of Figure 28.19 for the
source schema of Figure 28.10. Column Super indicates whether the source node is
a super node or not.

The final links are then inserted into LINK_A from source links in LINK, in which
the nodes ids have been converted through table TRANSLATION (Script 28.19).

insert into NODE_A
select NodeID,NodeName from NODE
where  NodeID not in (select Node from SUPER_CIRCUIT);

insert into NODE_A
select distinct CircuitID,CircuitID from SUPER_CIRCUIT;
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Script 28.18 - Table TRANSLATION mapping source node ids into their super circuit
ids.

+--------+------------+-------+
| TRANSLATION                 |
+--------+------------+-------+
| Source | Substitute | Super |
+--------+------------+-------+
| A      | A          | N     |
| B      | B          | N     |
| C      | C          | N     |
| D      | [D]        | Y     |
| E      | [D]        | Y     |
| F      | [D]        | Y     |
| G      | [D]        | Y     |
| H      | H          | N     |
| J      | J          | N     |
| L      | L          | N     |
+--------+------------+-------+

Figure 28.19 - Translation table for the schema of Figure 28.10

Script 28.19 - Loading the links of the final acyclic graph

28.11 Optimizing the final acyclic graph

When we convert the cyclic kernel into the hard cyclic kernel, we remove all the
optional links to check the acyclicity of the result and to identify, if any, independent
super circuits. The result is an acyclic graph that will be converted, once topologi-
cally sorted, into a sequence of SQL insert statements, plus a series of optional

create table TRANSLATION(Source     varchar(12),
                         Substitute varchar(12),
                         Super      char(1));

insert into TRANSLATION
select NodeID,NodeID,'N' from NODE
where  NodeID not in (select Node from SUPER_CIRCUIT)
  union
select Node,CircuitID,'Y' from SUPER_CIRCUIT;

insert into LINK_A
select distinct L.LinkID,T1.Substitute,T2.Substitute,L.Opt
from   TRANSLATION T1, LINK L, TRANSLATION T2
where  L.FromNode = T1.Source and L.ToNode = T2.Source
and    T1.Substitute <> T2.Substitute
and    L.LinkID not in (select LinkID from LINK_UPDATE);
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links that will be converted into a sequence of SQL update statements, as shown in
Script 28.7.

As far as operation cost is concerned, this may raise a performance problem.
When a row is the source of an optional link stored in LINK_UPDATE, it will be
inserted, then, afterwards, updated to create this optional link. On the contrary, all
the other optional links that have not been discarded are created at insertion time,
therefore saving the cost of accessing again the inserted rows to update them. 

So, it would be useful to check the links of table LINK_UPDATE to examine
whether they actually require additional update operations. Figure 28.20 illustrates
the point. The left side fragment is a part of a cyclic kernel. It comprises three
optional links (in dotted lines). These links are removed when we produce the hard
cyclic kernel and moved in table LINK_UPDATE (center fragment). Actually, any
two of them could be restored in the acyclic graph, thereby avoiding their update
cost (right side fragment). The more links we can move back, the lowest the global
loading time. 

Figure 28.20 - Restoring optional links of the cyclic kernel (left) into the final acyclic 
graph (right)

The optimization problem can be formulated as follows: which of the optional links
stored in table LINK_UPDATE can be moved back in the acyclic schema without
making the latter loose its acyclicity property? 

Unfortunately, there is no clear structural property that could allow us to select
the links to move. Therefore, we will adopt a brute force method consisting in
moving the optional links, one at a time, and keeping those that preserve the
acyclicity property of the graph. 

The work of acyclicity checking is done in working tables NODE_W and LINK_W.
The innocent links from LINK_UPDATE (those which leave LINK_A acyclic) are
removed and inserted into RESTORED_LINK. The complete algorithms is shown
below and its translation in SQLfast is proposed in Script 28.20.

  table RESTORED_LINK is initially empty
  for each row L from LINK_UPDATE]:
     copy NODE_A rows into NODE_W
     copy LINK_A rows into LINK_W
     add (translated) RESTORE_LINK to LINK_W
     add (translated) L to LINK_W
     if graph NODE_W,LINK_W is acyclic:
        insert L into RESTORED_LINK
  delete from LINK_UPDATE the rows copied in RESTORED_LINK
  insert into LINK_A the (translated) rows of RESTORED_LINK
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The distribution of optional links between tables LINK_A and LINK_UPDATE
depends on the order in which they are examined. Therefore, several loading
patterns may be derived from table LINK_UPDATE.

Script 28.20 - Restoring optional links that can be created through insert statements

28.12 Loading data: a complex abstract example

We have developed the building blocks allowing us to solve the problem of gener-
ating a valid data loading script for any relational schema, with some touch of opti-
mization. Let us now apply them to a more complex example, including several
super circuits and optional links, the schema of which is depicted in Figure 28.21.
The yellow-colored nodes are members of circuits while dark yellow ones are, in
addition, members of the hard cyclic kernel. Solid arcs represent mandatory links
while dotted arcs represent optional links.

for lid,fro,to,opt = [select * from LINK_UPDATE];
   delete from NODE_W;
   insert into NODE_W select * from NODE_A;
   insert into LINK_W select * from LINK_A;

   insert into LINK_W
      select L.LinkID,T1.Substitute,T2.Substitute,L.Opt
      from   TRANSLATION T1, RESTORED_LINK L, TRANSLATION T2
      where  L.FromNode = T1.Source and L.ToNode = T2.Source
      and    T1.Substitute <> T2.Substitute;

   insert into LINK_W
      select $lid$,T1.Substitute,T2.Substitute,'Y'
      from   TRANSLATION T1, LINK_UPDATE L, TRANSLATION T2
      where  L.FromNode = T1.Source and L.ToNode = T2.Source
      and    L.LinkID = $lid$;

   execSQL Remove-Roots.sql;
   extract Nnode = select count(*) from NODE_W;
   if ($Nnode$ = 0);
      insert into RESTORED_LINK
         values($lid$,'$fro$','$to$','$opt$');
      delete from LINK_UPDATE where LinkID = $lid$;
   endif;
endfor;

delete from LINK_UPDATE
where  LinkID in (select LinkID from RESTORED_LINK);

insert into LINK_A
   select L.LinkID,T1.Substitute,T2.Substitute, L.Opt
   from   TRANSLATION T1, RESTORED_LINK L, TRANSLATION T2
   where  L.FromNode = T1.Source and L.ToNode = T2.Source
   and    T1.Substitute <> T2.Substitute;
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The elimination of root and leaf nodes provides the cyclic kernel depicted in Figure
28.22. Discarding optional links, then removing again root and leaf nodes lead to the
hard cyclic kernel of Figure 28.23.

Figure 28.21 - A complex source schema [script GRAPH-Cyclic-[22-23-11].sql]

Figure 28.22 - The cyclic kernel

Figure 28.23 - The hard cyclic kernel
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From the hard cyclic kernel, we identify four super circuits. They are derived from
the contents of table SUPER_CIRCUIT (Figure 28.24) and presented in Figure
28.25).

+------+--------------+-----------+
| SUPER_CIRCUIT                   |
+------+--------------+-----------+
| Node | SuperCircuit | CircuitID |
+------+--------------+-----------+
| A    | A            | [A]       |
| D    | D,E,F        | [D]       |
| E    | D,E,F        | [D]       |
| F    | D,E,F        | [D]       |
| G    | G,H,J,K,L    | [G]       |
| H    | G,H,J,K,L    | [G]       |
| J    | G,H,J,K,L    | [G]       |
| K    | G,H,J,K,L    | [G]       |
| L    | G,H,J,K,L    | [G]       |
| P    | P,Q,R        | [P]       |
| Q    | P,Q,R        | [P]       |
| R    | P,Q,R        | [P]       |
+------+--------------+-----------+

Figure 28.24 - Table SUPER_CIRCUIT

+--------------+-------------+
| SuperCircuit | Composition |
+--------------+-------------+
| [A]          | A           |
| [D]          | D,E,F       |
| [G]          | G,H,J,K,L   |
| [P]          | P,Q,R       |
+--------------+-------------+

Figure 28.25 - Super circuits and their composition

Each super circuit is contracted into a super node (Figure 28.26). Figure 28.27 is the
condensation of the source schema, in which super circuits have been replaced by
super nodes. In addition, all the optional links that preserve acyclicity of the final
graph have been added (dotted, blue arcs).

Figure 28.26 - The super circuits (left) are contracted into super nodes (right)
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Figure 28.27 - The final acyclic graph, comprising both mandatory (solid, black) and 
optional (dotted, blue) links

Figure 28.28 represents the contents of tables LINK_A and LINK_UPDATE, which
show the distribution of optional links. Four optional links from the cyclic kernel
can be created through the insert statements, hence much more efficiently than
through additional update statements. Links described in LINK_UPDATE must be
created through update statements.

+--------+----------+--------+-----+ +--------+----------+--------+-----+
| LINK_A                           | | LINK_UPDATE                      |
+--------+----------+--------+-----+ +--------+----------+--------+-----+
| LinkID | FromNode | ToNode | Opt | | LinkID | FromNode | ToNode | Opt |
+--------+----------+--------+-----+ +--------+----------+--------+-----+
| 3      | B        | C      | N   | | 2      | A        | A      | Y   |
| 11     | [D]      | C      | N   | | 4      | C        | B      | Y   |
| 19     | T        | [G]    | N   | | 5      | C        | B      | Y   |
| 20     | M        | N      | N   | | 9      | E        | F      | Y   |
| 21     | M        | S      | N   | | 25     | O        | M      | Y   |
| 24     | N        | S      | N   | | 32     | U        | U      | Y   |
| 27     | [P]      | O      | N   | | 33     | U        | U      | Y   |
| 30     | [P]      | [A]    | N   | +--------+----------+--------+-----+
| 34     | V        | U      | N   |
| 17     | [G]      | [D]    | Y   |
| 22     | M        | [P]    | Y   |
| 23     | N        | O      | Y   |
| 28     | [P]      | O      | Y   |
+--------+----------+--------+-----+

Figure 28.28 - Links of table LINK_A can be created through insert statements while 
those of table LINK_UPDATE must be created through update statements 

The final schema can then be sorted through the usual topological sorting algorithm,
which provides the 4-level sequence depicted in Figure 28.29.

From this sorted sequence and the contents of table LINK_UPDATE, we derive a
valid loading script such as that of Script 28.21.
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Figure 28.29 - A topological sorting of the final acyclic schema

Script 28.21 - A valid data loading script for the schema of Figure 28.21

28.13 The complete data loading generation procedure

The sorting application comprises a main script (Script 28.22) and a series of
secondary scripts. It works as follows.
– The script asks the user to select a graph, that is, a script file with name "GRAPH-

xxx", such as "GRAPH-Acyclic-[10-11].sql" [1].

execSQL insert_C.sql;
execSQL insert_[A].sql;
execSQL insert_O.sql;
execSQL insert_S.sql;
execSQL insert_U.sql;
execSQL insert_W.sql;

execSQL insert_B.sql;
execSQL insert_[D].sql;
execSQL insert_[P].sql;
execSQL insert_N.sql;
execSQL insert_V.sql;

execSQL insert_[G].sql;
execSQL insert_M.sql;

execSQL insert_T.sql;

execSQL update_A.sql
execSQL update_C.sql
execSQL update_E.sql
execSQL update_O.sql
execSQL update_U.sql
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– The sorting database is created [2], together with its tables [3] then the selected
source graph is loaded in tables NODE and LINK [4].

– The source graph is copied in working tables NODE_W and LINK_W [5].
– The root and leaf nodes are deleted to check the acyclicity of the source graph [6].

Tables NODE_W and LINK_W now contain the cyclic kernel.
– If the cyclic kernel is not empty [7], optional links are copied into table

LINK_UPDATE [8], then deleted from NODE_W [9]. Then, root and leaf nodes are
again deleted [10]. Tables NODE_W and LINK_W now contain the hard cyclic
kernel.

– If the hard cyclic kernel is empty [11], the source graph is copied in tables
NODE_A and LINK_A (minus the links contained in LINK_UPDATE) [12]. NODE_A
and LINK_A contain an acyclic subset of the source graph and LINK_UPDATE
contains the remaining optional links.

– If the hard cyclic kernel is not empty [13], the script computes and contracts the
super circuits. First it computes the closure of this kernel in table CLOSURE [14],
then it computes the super circuits in table SUPER_CIRCUIT [15] and creates the
node id translation table TRANSLATION [16]. Table NODE_A and LINK_A are filled
with source nodes that are not in super circuits and with all super nodes, while
table LINK_A is filled with source links in which node ids have been converted
through table TRANSLATION [17]. Finally, harmless optional links from LINK_
UPDATE are moved to LINK_A [18].

– Table NODE_A is topologically sorted, then a valid loading script, including
insert operations and update operations is generated [19].

28.14 Loading the data of a super circuit

Loading data into tables that form a super circuit can be performed in several ways.
We mention two of them.
1. Disabling referential constraint validation. The simplest one consists in

disabling referential constraints during the loading process. Rows are inserted
without any integrity validation, which makes the process particularly fast. If
the source data are of high quality, for instance if they have been extracted from
a consistent database, then they are guaranteed to satisfy a priori referential
integrity, so that no checking may be required. If there is some doubt about the
quality of the source data, then an a posteriory checking may be performed, to
identified incorrect date, through a query such as the following:

select OrdID from CUSTORDER
where  CustID not in (select CustID from CUSTOMER);
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Script 28.22 - Producing the final acyclic solution into tables NODE_A and LINK_A
[scripts _Topological_Sorting.sql and _Topological_Sorting_(with-trace).sql]

2. Deferring referential constraint validation. Another approach consists in
encapsulating the loading of data of these tables into a global transaction in
which referential checking is deferred until commit time. Rows can be inserted
in arbitrary order, providing the data eventually satisfy referential constraints at
transaction closure. This technique is of course DBMS dependent. In the version
of SQLfast based on SQLite, the script will be written as follows:

generic PRAGMA defer_foreign_keys = ON;
<insert rows in any order>
commitDB;

execSQL __Select-a-Graph.sql; [1]
   if ($continue$ = 0) return;

createOrReplaceDB TOPO.db; [2]
execSQL __Create-Data-Structures.sql; [3]

execSQL $graphFile$; [4]

insert into NODE_W select * from NODE; [5]
insert into LINK_W select * from LINK;

execSQL __Remove-Roots-Leaves.sql; [6]

extract Nnode = select count(*) from NODE_W;
if ($Nnode$ > 0); [7]
   insert into LINK_UPDATE [8]
       select * from LINK_W where Opt = 'Y';
   delete from LINK_W where Opt = 'Y'; [9]
   execSQL __Remove-Roots-Leaves.sql; [10]
endif;

extract Nnode = select count(*) from NODE_W;
if ($Nnode$ = 0); [11]
   insert into NODE_A select * from NODE; [12]
   insert into LINK_A select * from LINK
                      where  LinkID not in (select LinkID
                                            from LINK_UPDATE);
else; [13]
   execSQL __Compute-CLOSURE.sql; [14]
   execSQL __Compute-SUPER_CIRCUIT.sql; [15]
   execSQL __Compute-TRANSLATION.sql; [16]
   execSQL __Move-to-Acyclic-Tables.sql; [17]
   execSQL __Restore-Optional-Links.sql; [18]
endif;

execSQL __Generate-Loading-Script.sql; [19]

closeDB;
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28.15 Loading data: a real example

The schema of the main database of a French mail order company has been analyzed
by the procedures developed in this chapter. This schema has been generated from
the conceptual schema of a legacy DATACOM/DB database recovered through a
reverse engineering process.

The schema is made up of 691 tables, 5,449 columns, 683 primary keys, 81
unique keys and 1,190 foreign keys, 98 of which are optional. It includes 207 root
tables and 362 leaf tables.

The schema includes circuits. The cyclic kernel comprises 16 tables and 28
foreign keys. When the optional foreign keys are removed and the remaining roots
and leaves are deleted, the hard cyclic kernel reduces to 8 tables and 11 mandatory
foreign keys. This kernel is made up of three independent aggregates, shown in
Figure 28.30.

Figure 28.30 - The three aggregates of the draft hard cyclic kernel of the mail order 
database

The examination of the first aggregate, formed by table A (representing marketing
actions) with a self-referencing foreign key, shows that it represents a hierarchical
composition relationship: an instance of A is composed of one or several more
elementary A instances. This pattern is quite common in database schemas (see the
BOM application for example, developed in Case study Bill of material. However,
this relationship must be optional, otherwise, since every A instance references
another A instance, building a hierarchy of A instances is impossible, unless table A
is empty. Therefore, the self-referencing must be optional.  

In the second aggregate, the examination shows that table E represents customers
and table D represents the pattern of the mail sent to a customer when the latter has
issued a complaint. Considering that some customers should be satisfied, this rela-
tionship obviously must be optional, which breaks the circuit. 

As to the third pattern, it represents shipments (table F) and the components of
shipment (table G). Table H represents the messages attached to components that are
gifts included in the shipment. The reference from H to F appears to be redundant
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(probably for performance reason) with the references from H to G followed by that
from G to F. It can be deleted. The role of the mandatory foreign key (which also is
a unique key) from table F to H is not documented, and it is unclear whether it is
essential or it is a mere modelling error. Anyway, in the absence of more precise
information, we will keep it as such. 

As a conclusion, the schema includes a single hard circuit made up of three tables
F, G and H.

The cyclic kernel comprises 16 nodes and 27 links (one foreign key has been
discarded), 16 of which are optional. Conditioned as described above, the hard
cyclic kernel comprises 3 nodes and 3 links. The analysis of the optional links of the
cyclic kernel allows 8 of these links to be transferred to the acyclic graph, leaving 8
of them to be executed by update statements. The final acyclic schema is struc-
tured into 17 levels, the first of which collecting 207 root tables.

The table graph of this database is available in script GRAPH-Mail-Order.sql.
However, for confidentiality reason, table names have been replaced by anonymous
character strings.

28.16 Brute force data loading technique

The technique we have used to prevent the DBMS from checking referential
constraints when loading rows in cyclic structures can be generalized to all the
tables. Indeed, deferring foreign key checking allows us to load rows in any orders,
since the actual checking will be performed at commit point. In addition, this may
reduce the loading time since checking is not carried out for each row but for all the
rows as a whole.

However, this remark does not invalidate the procedure we have developed in
this case study. First, not all DBMS allow foreign keys to be deferred. Second,
loading a large volume of data takes much time. If any error is detected at commit
type, all the process must be rerun. The best approach is to load data in topological
sort, committing changes at the end of each table, then coping with cyclic parts as
suggested above. 

28.17 Performance

The production of a valid loading script through the procedure elaborated in this
chapter is quite fast. Processing the example schema of Section 28.15, comprising
691 tables and 1,190 foreign keys, provides the following statistics:

– computing the cyclic kernel (16 nodes and 37 links): 0.2 seconds
– computing the hard cyclic kernel (3 nodes and 3 links): 0.01 seconds
– building the final acyclic schema: 3.05 seconds
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– generating the loading script: 0.21 seconds
Total: 3.5 seconds.

Considering this excellent time, there is no need to try to optimize the procedure.

28.18 Complement: extracting the table graph of a database

For small schemas, tables NODE and LINK can be filled manually. For larger
schemas, the description of the graph will best be derived from the dictionary of the
database. Actually, the dictionary of the current database already includes a view,
called SYS_INTER_TABLE, quite similar to the LINK table (Figure 28.31), so that
the filling of table LINK is straightforward.

 +-----------+---------+-----------+-----------+---------+-----------+
 | SYS_INTER_TABLE                                                   |
 +-----------+---------+-----------+-----------+---------+-----------+
 | Source-   | Source- | SourceKey | TargetKey | Target- | Target-   |
 | Table     | TableID |           |           | TableID | Table     |
 +-----------+---------+-----------+-----------+---------+-----------+
 | CUSTORDER | 3       | 5         | 1         | 1       | CUSTOMER  |
 | DETAIL    | 4       | 6         | 2         | 2       | PRODUCT   |
 | DETAIL    | 4       | 7         | 3         | 3       | CUSTORDER |
 +-----------+---------+-----------+-----------+---------+-----------+

Figure 28.31 - View SYS_INTER_TABLE of the dictionary of database ORDERS

To avoid modifying the source database to be analyzed, we decide to process table
graphs in a specific independent database, TOPO.db. Its initial tables NODE and
LINK are loaded through scripts named "GRAPH-xxxxx", comprising a series of
insert into NODE statements, followed by a series of insert into LINK state-
ments. Scripts for short abstract table graphs have been written manually. Graphs
derived from real databases can be generated through Script 28.23. 

28.19 Topological sorting: application to book development

Let us suppose that a team of colleagues plan to write a book on SQL. They identify
sixteen topics that are worth being developed in this book. To organize this material
into chapters, they list, for each topic, the prerequisite topics, that is, the topics that
must be read before. For instance, the chapters on DML introduction, Relational
algebra and Relational calculus must be read before starting the reading of the
chapter explaining the select query.
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Script 28.23 - Creating the table graph of a database as a loading script for tables
NODE and LINK of database TOPO.db

The result of this preliminary analysis is shown in the following table and in the
equivalent graph of Figure 28.32. Since the concept of optional link is irrelevant for
this application, all the links are declared mandatory. 

This first version of the graph can be loaded from script SCHEMA-Cyclic-SQL-
book.sql.

Topic Prerequisite topics
Check Relational calculus, DDL intro, select query
Data structures SQL history, Set theory
Database languages Relational calculus, Relational algebra
DDL intro SQL history, Data structures
delete query Triggers, DML intro, select query, update query
DML intro SQL history, Database languages, DDL intro
insert query Triggers, DML intro, select query
Logic none 
Relational algebra Data structures, Set theory, Relational calculus 
Relational calculus Data structures, Logic, Relational algebra 
select query Relational calculus, Relational algebra, DML intro
Set theory none 
SQL history none 
Tables DDL intro

openDB ORDERS.db; 

createDictionary;

outputOpen SCHEMA-ORDERS.sql;

execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-for-Lists.sql;

select 'insert into NODE values (''N'
       ||cast(TableID as char)||''','''||TableName||''');'
from SYS_TABLE;

select 'insert into LINK values ('
       ||cast(SourceKey as char)||','
       ||'''N'||cast(SourceTableID as char)||''','
       ||'''N'||cast(TargetTableID as char)||''','
       ||''''||K.KeyNull||''');'
from   SYS_INTER_TABLE I, SYS_Key K
where  I.SourceKey = K.KeyID;

execSQL UTIL-SELECT-parameters-standard-1.sql;

outputAppend window;

closeDB.
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Triggers DDL intro, Check, select query, insert query, update 
query, delete query

update query Triggers, DML intro, select query, insert query

The application of the procedure developed for the data loading problem identifies
two super circuits:

– Relational algebra, Relational calculus
– delete query, insert query, Triggers, update query

By contracting these circuits, named respectively Relational algebra and calculus and
Data modification & triggers, we produce the acyclic graph of Figure 28.33.

Figure 28.32 - The prerequisite relation between topics

Obviously, this result is not quite satisfying, since it hides essential topics that
should appear explicitly in the book structure.

Let us analyze the case of super topic Relational algebra and calculus, contracting
Relational algebra and Relational calculus. The author in charge of the chapter Rela-
tional algebra will show that this algebra is as powerful as first order logic, notably
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in its particular form of relational calculus. So, the future reader of this chapter is
expected to have some knowledge in relational calculus. Conversely, the author of
chapter Relational calculus will show that the semantics of each calculus expression
can be defined as an algebraic expression. Similarly, the future reader of this chapter
is expected to have some knowledge in relational algebra. 

However, in both case, the required preliminary knowledge is fairly superficial
and does not cover, by far, all the material of the other chapter. Therefore, instead of
merging these chapters, we define a new chapter which comprises a short introduc-
tion to relational calculus and algebra entitled Relational algebra and calculus -
Introduction. This introduction is sufficient to tackle the more in-depth material of
chapters Relational algebra and Relational calculus. 

This new version of the graph can be found in script GRAPH-Acyclic-SQL-
book.sql.

Figure 28.33 - An acyclic transformation of the prerequisite relation through the tech-
nique of super nodes

The super topic Data modification & triggers is transformed in the same way. New
introductory chapter Data modification - Introduction shortly describes the data modi-
fication operators and their relationship with the trigger mechanism.

Through these transformations, we obtain the acyclic topic structure of Figure
28.34 that preserves the initial structure proposition and can be sorted in the usual
way.
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The table of Figure 28.35 shows the aggregated contents of table SORTED, from
which we derive the table of contents of the book (Figure 28.36). Some topics have
been located at a higher level, where they seem more natural (DDL intro for
example). In addition, some topics exhibiting strong complementarity have been
grouped under a common title. Finally, titles have been homogenized and developed
a bit to make them more expressive, as in real books!

Figure 28.34 - An acyclic transformation of the prerequisite relation through the tech-
nique of introductory chapters

+-------+---------------------------------------------------------+
| Level | Members                                                 |
+-------+---------------------------------------------------------+
| 1     | SQL history, Set theory, Logic                          |
| 2     | Data structures                                         |
| 3     | DDL intro, Relational algebra & calculus - Introduction |
| 4     | Relational calculus, Relational algebra, Tables         |
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| 5     | Database languages                                      |
| 6     | DML intro                                               |
| 7     | select query                                            |
| 8     | Check, Data modification - Introduction                 |
| 9     | Triggers, insert query                                  |
| 10    | update query                                            |
| 11    | delete query                                            |
+-------+---------------------------------------------------------+

Figure 28.35 - Contents of table SORTED

1. History of the SQL language
2. Theoretical reminder

• Elements of set theory
• Elements of first order logic

3. Relational data structures
4. Relational algebra and calculus

• Introduction to relational algebra and calculus
• Relational calculus
• Relational algebra

5. Database languages
6. Introduction to the DDL sublanguage
7. Definition of relational tables
8. Introduction to the DML sublanguage
9. The select query
10. The check predicate
11. Data modification

• Introduction to data modification
• Trigger mechanism
• The insert query
• The update query
• The delete query

Figure 28.36 - Tentative table of contents of the future book on SQL

28.20 Other applications

Topological sorting has many applications in a wide variety of domains. Let us
mention some of them:
• Scheduling and planning: how to order a set of tasks.

• Diplomatic protocol: how to place persons in a row according to their relative
status.
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• Software production: how to assemble modules in such a way that all the modules
the current module depends on are already assembled (Make procedure).

• Software engineering: declaring classes according to their is-a relation.

• Generating procedural code from an equational models, in which each object is
defined in terms of other objects (see for example, "Hainaut, J.-L., Bases de
données et Modèles de calcul, Dunod, 2005").

28.21 The scripts

The algorithms and programs developed in this study are available as SQLfast
scripts in directory SQLfast/Scripts/Case-Studies/Case_Topological_Sorting. They
can be run from main script Topo-MAIN.sql, that displays the report selection box of
Figure 28.37. 

Two report styles are proposed: short, just providing the solution (Short report)
and detailed, in which each step is described (Extended report). Then, a graph selec-
tion box opens (Figure 28.38). 

A graph is defined by a script the name of which includes the name of the graph.
For instance, graph Cyclic-[10-12] is created by script GRAPH-Cyclic-[10-12].sql.

For most of them, the name itself provides some information on the graph
composition. For instance, graph Cyclic-[22-23-11] comprises circuits and is made
up of 22 nodes, 23 mandatory links and 11 optional links (it defines the graph of
Figure 28.21). For other graphs, the name refers to their nature: Acyclic-ORDERS,
Cyclic-SQL-book, Mail-Order, etc.

Figure 28.37 - Topological sorting - Selecting a report
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Figure 28.38 - Topological sorting - Selecting a graph

These scripts are provided without warranty of any kind. Their sole objectives are to
concretely illustrate the concepts of the case study and to help the readers master
these concepts, notably in order to develop their own applications. 


